STANDARD MODELS —Non-programmable—

**fx-82MS 2nd edition**

- **fx-82MS-2**
- **fx-85MS-2**
- **fx-95MS-2**
- **fx-350MS-2**
- **fx-991MS-2**
- **fx-570MS-2**
- **fx-100MS-2**

**Main functions**
- Fraction calculations
- Combination and permutation
- Statistics (STAT data editor, Standard deviation, Regression analysis)
- Variables
- Equation calculations
- Integration/differential calculations
- Base-n calculations/conversions
- Complex number calculations
- CALC function
- SOLVE function

**fx-991MS 2nd edition**

- **fx-991MS-2**
- **fx-570MS-2**
- **fx-100MS-2**

**Main functions**
- Fraction calculations
- Combination and permutation
- Statistics (STAT data editor, Standard deviation, Regression analysis)
- Variables
- Equation calculations
- Integration/differential calculations
- Base-n calculations/conversions
- Complex number calculations
- CALC function
- SOLVE function

**fx-MS series —2nd edition**

- 240 functions
- 2-choice display
- 2-choice display
- 2-choice display
- 2-choice display
- 2-choice display
- 2-choice display
- 2-choice display

**Main functions**
- Fraction calculations
- Combination and permutation
- Statistics (STAT data editor, Standard deviation, Regression analysis)
- Variables
- Equation calculations
- Integration/differential calculations
- Base-n calculations/conversions
- Complex number calculations
- CALC function
- SOLVE function

**fx-82MS**

- **fx-85MS-2**
- **fx-95MS-2**
- **fx-350MS-2**
- **fx-991MS-2**
- **fx-570MS-2**
- **fx-100MS-2**

**Main functions**
- Fraction calculations
- Combination and permutation
- Statistics (STAT data editor, Standard deviation, Regression analysis)
- Variables
- Equation calculations
- Integration/differential calculations
- Base-n calculations/conversions
- Complex number calculations
- CALC function
- SOLVE function

**fx-991MS 2nd edition**

- **fx-991MS-2**
- **fx-570MS-2**
- **fx-100MS-2**

**Main functions**
- Fraction calculations
- Combination and permutation
- Statistics (STAT data editor, Standard deviation, Regression analysis)
- Variables
- Equation calculations
- Integration/differential calculations
- Base-n calculations/conversions
- Complex number calculations
- CALC function
- SOLVE function

**fx-MS series —2nd edition**

- 240 functions
- 2-choice display
- 2-choice display
- 2-choice display
- 2-choice display
- 2-choice display
- 2-choice display
- 2-choice display

**Main functions**
- Fraction calculations
- Combination and permutation
- Statistics (STAT data editor, Standard deviation, Regression analysis)
- Variables
- Equation calculations
- Integration/differential calculations
- Base-n calculations/conversions
- Complex number calculations
- CALC function
- SOLVE function

**fx-82MS**

- **fx-85MS-2**
- **fx-95MS-2**
- **fx-350MS-2**
- **fx-991MS-2**
- **fx-570MS-2**
- **fx-100MS-2**

**Main functions**
- Fraction calculations
- Combination and permutation
- Statistics (STAT data editor, Standard deviation, Regression analysis)
- Variables
- Equation calculations
- Integration/differential calculations
- Base-n calculations/conversions
- Complex number calculations
- CALC function
- SOLVE function

**fx-991MS 2nd edition**

- **fx-991MS-2**
- **fx-570MS-2**
- **fx-100MS-2**

**Main functions**
- Fraction calculations
- Combination and permutation
- Statistics (STAT data editor, Standard deviation, Regression analysis)
- Variables
- Equation calculations
- Integration/differential calculations
- Base-n calculations/conversions
- Complex number calculations
- CALC function
- SOLVE function

Visit our website for more information about the fx MS series.

https://edu.casio.com

Visit our website for more information about the fx MS series.

There’s a reason these are the calculators of choice in the field of education.

The new CASIO MS series is a family of scientific calculators that offer three key advantages useful in educational settings.

**Design**
Simple and easy to use
Optimal education tools realized through a design that emphasizes comfort in the hand, legibility, and usability through the pursuit of simplicity

- Instantaneous key recognition and ease of operation, the result of careful attention to design details
  - More comfortable in the hand!
  - Attachable and detachable in any direction!
  - A rounded design that fits naturally in the hand and a slim body that’s comfortable to hold
  - More legible!
  - The frequently used number keys have been enlarged, and the keys are printed in an easy-to-read font.
  - Easier to use!
  - Highly visible, easy-to-press cursor keys and function keys

**Function**
High functionality, excellent operability
Functions designed with education in mind

- Equipped with functions necessary for education
- MS series calculators come with scientific calculation, statistical calculation, differential* and integration* functions.
  * fx-991MS 2nd edition, fx-570MS 2nd edition, fx-100MS 2nd edition only
- Exponent notation is the same as the notation in textbooks.
  - Exponential format in textbooks.

**Quality**
Excellent quality and authentication ensure confidence and peace of mind for use in educational settings

- CASIO has established three criteria to ensure excellent quality in the MS series.
  - Wear-resistant printing
    - Genuine
    - Normal printing
  - Drop-resistant body
    - Genuine
    - Coated LCD

- These three quality features ensure that CASIO MS series calculators are educational tools that provide effective support for learning.

**Authenticity Check**
A sticker printed with a QR Code* and hologram is affixed to each CASIO MS series calculator package. A product can be authenticated by scanning the QR Code and confirming it using the Web Authenticity Check System and examining the hologram.

<Web Authenticity Check Procedure>

**Step 1**
A hologram sticker is affixed to the package. Please confirm the sticker.
[QR Code]

**Step 2**
Read the QR Code section of the hologram sticker affixed to the package with your smartphone.

**Step 3**
Go to the QR Code link. One of the three pages below will appear.

- Likely to be a genuine product.
- May not be a genuine product. Please do not purchase.
- Not a genuine product. Please do not purchase.

**Hologram Sticker**
A QR Code and sticker printed with a hologram as shown below are affixed to the product package.

- The hologram has an iridescent rainbow color section and a shiny white section, and the CASIO logo is visible.
- The hologram has an iridescent rainbow color section and a shiny white section, and the CASIO logo is visible.
- The hologram has an iridescent rainbow color section and a shiny white section, and the CASIO logo is visible.

Note: The Web Authenticity Check estimates the authenticity of the hologram sticker based on QR Code read status trends. This check does not necessarily guarantee the product is genuine.
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